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Can Expert Sylems
Help in Founding a Business?

'I'he need for successful business
start-ups is increasingly apparent these
days, since new businesses create new
jobs and support structural changes in
the economy. But the mortality rate of
young firms is high. In West Germany,
three of four new firms die before their
eighth year (Institut der deutschen
Wirtschaft 1989).

Empirical studies show that many of
the problems faced by new firms occur
because of poor planning in the start-
up phase. In starting up a business the
founder is confronted with many prob-
lems (e.g., contacting public author-
ities, understanding state regulations,
obtaining financing, formulating a
deed of partnership, choosing a legal
status, choosing potential suppliers,
planning a system of distribution,
assessing the market), which may
prove too much for him or her.

In West Germany there is little aca-
dernic training ol' erntrepreneurs. Only
a lew entrepreneurship courses are
ofl'ered in public insititutions, so the
entrepreneur has to rely on the support
of business consultants, lawyers, tax
advisers, banks, or regional develop-
ment agencies. This is a very unsatis-
factory situation for the founder for the
following reasons:

o If the founder wants to have com-
plete support fbr his start-up, he
has to contact several different

experts: bankers offer advice on
the best possible mixture of public
mt-rney and private bank loans, tax
advisers choose the legal form of a
business so as to minimize the tax
burden, lawyers draw up the busi-
ness contract, and business con-
sultants assist in setting up a
business plan for the first years.
But all these decisions are inter-
related. The problem is that all of
these experts may give the best
advice in their own field butneglect
to understand the ramifications
this advice has for a related area.
F or instance, a tax advisor may
recommend the legal status for the
new business which results in the
least tax burden, yet fail to consider
the implications this choice has for
('()mpany law or finance.

r lt is often difficult for the founder
to understand the recommenda-
tions of the consultants; for ex-
ample, the meaning of particular
clauses ofa deed ofpartnership are
vcry difficult to understand. (Fuller
(1989) discusses how different
views of the problem can caus€
communication barriers between
the consultant and his client.)

Expert systems may help overcome
these problems and in doing so make
business consulting more efficient.
Expert systems are computer programs
that simulate the reasoning of human
experts in a certain domain ( Chadwick
and l{annah 1986).



t xpert systems diil'er f'rom conven_
tional programs in that the latter
manipulate data while the former
present the knowledge (expertise) of
experts. Conventional programs work
on well-defined problems which can be
solved by a deterministic algorithm.
Expert systems work on more complex
problem domains. Forexample, obtäin_
ing financing via public subsidy pro-
grams is a complex problem because of
the enormous number of programs and
tl.re many detarils which have to be
considered. Ilxpert systems use heur-
istic procedures which are often sup_
ported by the use of probabilities anri
rules of thumb. Expert systems not
only produce a solution but also explain
their results (Waterman 1996, Sriokla
1986, Kurbel 1989, I{art 1986).

Expert systems also have a different
structure than conventional programs
(see table l). The knowledge base
contains the knowledge of the expert
(facts, heuristics) in the shape of rules
(e.g., "If there exist special risks within
the business, a legal form with limited
liability should be chosen."). This
knowledge is processed by the inference
engine, which draws conclusions and
produces solutions. The explanation
facility describes to the user why partic-
ular decisions are made and u*plui.,,
the steps used to reach them. The dia_
logue between the user and the expert
system is controlled by the user inter_
face in the form of question menus
(Schnupp and Leibrant 1986, Kurbel
1989, Barrett and Beerel lggg).

Nevertheless, an expert system isstill a computer system and not a
human expert. Davis (1982) lists the
following characteristics of human
expertise:

o Solve the problem.
o lJxplain the result.
o Learn.
o Restructure knowledge.
o Break rules.

Table 1
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BASIC STRUCTURE OF AN EXPERT SYSTEM
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o Determine relevance.
o l)egrade gracefully.

Most expert systems achieve the first
two characteristics, but thev are not
able to learn clr to break rules. Allowing
for these restrictions, however, expert
systems can be useful in business start_
ups. Expert systems can combine the
expert knowledge of many different
experts in a particular area. For ex_
arnple, where the choice of the legal
form for the business is concerned, tax
considerations, legal implications, and
financial aspects can all be considerecl
at the same time without contacting
several different consultants each time
a question arises. Ofcourse, the system
should only serve to support the con-
sultant, not to replace the consultant;
because of the inherent Iimitations of
expert systems, the expertise of con-
sultants will always be required. Witl.r
the help of the explanation facility, thc
founder and the consultant can discuss
the reasons for particular decisions so
that the founder can understand why
he or she should do something. The
basic structure of an expert system is
shown in figure 1.

The problems of a business start-up
are complex. Much information ancl
knowledge has to be considc,ed when
making decisions in such areas as
combining public subsidy programs
for financing or choosing an appro-

priate legal form. I)uring the develop-
ment of an expert system, the infor-
mation will be structured and the
system will systematically take into
consideration all the knowledge built
into it. Also, supporting a consulting
expert with a bundle of interdependent
expert systems can increase the ef_
ficiency of consulting itself, in that the
consultant is aided when coping with
the aspects of the start-up which in-
volve complex domains. Comprehen-
sive use of information techniques
results in a well-founded consultation.
Possible Problems
With the Use ol Expert Systems

'Ihe use of expert systems, like the
use of any other information tech_
nolog.y, has its merits but may also
present problems. One problem is prej-
udice against computers as part of the
advising process. The founder may be
used to receiving advice from human
beings and show little trust in advice
given by computers. By carefully plan-

ning the consulting process, this lack
of acceptance can be surmounted,
Before the computer is used, a talk
between the founder and the consultant
is indispensable so that the founder is
not resistant to providing the detailed
information necessary to use an expert
system. Further, the computer should
not play too great a role in the actual
consulting, but should only serve as a
support; personal contact with the
consultant forms the basis of the con-
sulting. This personal interaction may
require the consultant to modify or
reorganize the solutions given by the
expert system.

Another problem concerns liability.
Who takes the responsibility for the
recommendation of the expert system?
In our opinion, it is necessary that the
consultant be responsible for the final
recommendation because it grows out
of both the recommendations of the
expert system and the considerations
of the consultant.
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Another problem is the necessity for
constant updating of the expert system.
In order to guarantee the user the
system's maximum advantages, the
knowledge engineer (designer and
builder of an expert system) must be
continuously aware of the most recent
developments and include these within
the system (Waterman 1986). It would
be ideal if the consultant were able to
modify the software himself, but in
practice this is very seldom the case.
Also, because of the large variety of
sources of information that are required
for an expert system to function proper-
ly, the task of constantly updating the
system is best done by the company
which developecl the system. This may
lead to other costs for the consultant
and, depending on the software devel-
oper's pricing policy, consultants ntay
have to pay for the first version of the
system as well as for the updated
versions.
The Development
ol lhe Expert Systems
REFOWEX and GEFOVEX

Ri fego ( Iletriebswirtschaftliches Ins-
titut für empirische Gründungs-und
Organisationsforschung e.V. at the
[Jniversity of Dortmund) is planning
to develop numerous expert systems
for the support of business start-ups.
'lhe two systems outlined in this article
have already been established (Muller-
Boling et al. 1989, Müller-Böling and
Ilröckelmann 1989). 'fhe programs
assist with two decisions, trotl-r of which
have rnedium- ancl long-term effects for
the pr<-rspcctive business: (1) choice of
legal form (the REFOWEX system) and
(2) the establishing of the deed of
partnership (business cleed) with re-
gard to the chosen legal form (the
GEI'OVBX system).

With respect to the choice of the legal
form, in West Germany there exists a
large number of criteria which affect
the choice among the several alter-

native forms. In setting up a deed of
partnership, there are a wide variety of
possible clauses within the deed. The
clauses have interrelated effects. The
characteristics of these two decisions
lead to the advantageous application
of expert systems.

'f he two expert systems were devel-
oped with the help of the shell Xi-Plus.
A shell is a tool for building expert
systems. A shell can be thought of as
an outline of an expert system. To
construct the actual program, expert
experience and expert knowledge have
to be implanted in the form of rules
(knowleclge base). In addition, the
explanation facility has to be developecl
and interim and final reports designed
which make clear the inference pro-
cedure of the system and explain the
proposed solutions. A user interface
has to be created by designing the
menu screens and by writing explana-
tions for these screens that help to
understand potentially difficult terms
used in the questions tcl be asked by lhe
program. This structure is illustrat.ed
in figure 2.

Knowledge Acquisition lor REFOWEX
For REI,'OWEX, the initial task was

to get knowledge concerning the choice
of the legal form of business. As a first
step, the literature on the subject ofthe
legal form was analyzed. In doing so,
relevant criteria for the evaluation and
choice of legal form were identificcl,
including liability considerations, nurn-
ber of partners, organization of man-
agement, minimization of tax burdens,
and the image and prest:ge <-rf ear:h
legal form of business.

These criteria served as a basis for
discussion by a workshop of experts.
Participants in the workshop were tax
advisers, business consultants, mern-
bers of regional development agencies,
bankers, and lawyers (i.e., those per-
sons who in their day by day work are
confronted with the choice of legai

Flgure 2
STRUCTURE OF REFOWEX

Literatu re Workshop

\

form and./or its effects). These experts
were asked to give their assessment of
the criteria developed from the analysis
of the literature. They also explained
their individual procedures for choos-
ing an adequate legal form. The results
can be summarized as follows:

o The experts off'ered more criteria
for the choice of legal forms than
were to be found in the literature:
for example, the criterion that, if a
particular form was a common
form with a certain type of in-
dustry, it should be strongly con-
sidered; and the criterion that the
size of a business is also an im-
portant consideration.

e Individual experts were found to
judge the criteria very differently,
depending on their field of exper-
tise. For example, tax advisers
attached more importance to the
minimization of the tax burden
than did other experts. As a con-
sequence of their diverging assess-
ments, different procedures for
choosing the legal forrn (that is, in

Database

weighing the individual criteria)
were employed by the advisers.

o On average the following criteria
were considered important: size of
a business, liability considerations,
number of partners, and common-
ness of use in various types of
industries.

After the workshop, interviews were
conducted with a tax adviser and a
business consultant. These individuals
were asked for a detailed description of
the procedures they follow when choos-
ing a legal lbrm. The criteria of number
of business partners, size of the busi-
ness, commonness of use of a form
within zr particular type of the industry,
management organization, and tax
burden were found to be important.

The results of the analysis of the
literature, the workshop, and the inter-
views were then used to develop the
knowledge base. The problem of inte-
grating the heterogeneous knowledge
of the various experts was addressed
by starting with those criteria which
are common among the experts (i.e.,

lnlerviews

/
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number ol partners, liabiltty constdera-
tion, size of the business, commonness
of use within a type of industry) and
arranging these in a reasonable order.
Criteria which could not be brought
into this ordering because they were
too dependent on the preferences ofthe
individual founders (such as avoiding
compulsory disclosure) or the experl.s
were included in the form of annota-
tions. In the program, the founder has
to decide for himself which conse-
quences he prefers. Special information
which could not be dealt with in work-
shops and interview, but which was
found in the literature, was also
included.

The criterion of commonness of use
within a certain type of industry, which
had been stressed by the experts as
being particularly relevant, was in-
cluded in the expert system in the
shape of a database. Data in this
database were derived from the Ger-
n.ran Statistic of Turnover Tax (Um-
satzsteuerstatistik), which records the
number of business enterprises accord-
ing to their legal form and branch of
industry. If a user requires this infor-
mation, the expert system accesses this
database and gives information on
those legal forms which are common in
an industry.

All this knowledge was first form-
ulated as a set of rules. Next, the
procedure of the choice of a legal form
rvas described in a diagram. This
"Conceptional Model of Knowledge,"
which gave the recommended choice
procedures for various characteristics
of the firms, was then programmed for
each type of firm-first for one-man
enterprises, then for enterprises with
more partners-with the help of Xi-
Plus.

The Knowledge Acquisition
lor GEFOVEX

In contrast to REFOWEX, GEFOVEX
rvas derived exclusively from literature.

ln developlng thls system, a mo(lutar
approach was chosen. On the basis of
the individually required compnnents
of each deed (clauses concerning the
headquarters location of a firm, pur-
pose of the firm, and capitalization),
factors necessary to determine tl.rese
clauses (legal form of the business,
number of partners, relationship be-
tween the partners, capital contribu-
tions of the individual partners) were
identified, and interdependencies
among the various factors on the
clauses examined. The knowledge base
was then formulated based on these
relationships.
The Design ol the Explanation Facility

In the explanation facility, the rec-
ommendations of the system are ex-
plained. REFOWEX, for example,
explains why a particular legal forrn is
advantageous. There are two levels of
explanation facilities. First, there is an
explanation facility within the expert
system shell. It answers "why" by
indicating all rules which had been
considered in making the recommenda-
tion.'lhese rules and their relationsl.rips
are not particularly useful if the user
does not know the syntax of the shell
and its programming. The second level
of explanation is more appropriate for
the average user: this level procluces
reports at several points in the consul-
tation process which exptain the actual
situation.

The necessity that a common vicrv of
the problem be shared by both con-
sultant and client causes a dilemml: to
establish such a commonality, the
explanation facility has to give detailed
explanation and information to the
founder. This can lead to information
overload. Therefore, the best solutir-rn is
to present a summary o{'only the most
important arguments. If this procedure
does not provide enough information,
the consultant has to fill in the gaps.

In clrder to prevent the final reports
(tl're explanation of the decisions rc(iom-
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trrcrrue(r Dy rne expert, syslem) Irom
becoming too lengthy, interim reports
have been built into REFOWEX at
crucial points of the consulting process.
GEI,-OWEX also includes explanations
concerning the formulation of a deed of
partnership at crucial stages in the
consulting procedure.'I'hese expla-
r.rations provide information concern-
ing individual clauses. Flowever, for
GIII.'OWEX, since the deed is simply
the sum ofthe clauses, no final reportis
needed.

The Design ol lhe User lnterlace
'lhe user interface structures the

dialogue between the user and the
computer. In both REFOWEX and
GERF'OVEX, a menu leads the user
through the consulting process and
nllows the user to either choose a
response from a number of possibilities
or enter characters or numbers. An
important component of the user inter-
{'ace is the help facility which is pro-
vided by the program. As opposed to
the explanation facility, which gives
the reasons for the decisions made, the
help facility explains technical terms
which might be unclear to the user in
the course of making responses. In the
ciesign ofany user interface, the screen
layout, the careful frtrmulation of the
cluestions, and the ordering of the
cluestions are particularly important.
The Validation ol the Systems

Any expert system requires valida-
tion. To ensure that REFOWEX appro-
priately represents the knowledge of
experts in choice of legal form, the
following validation activities were
carried out:

o 'lhe system was demonstrated to
experts for evaluation. The experts
tried it out on test cases and
evaluarted the solution and the
consultation process. Based on
feedback from these trials, altera-
tions were made in the information
offered by the explanation facility

irnd tn the structure of the knowl-
eclge base.

o A detailed documentary report was
written and sent to the members of
the workshop for review. However,
little feedback was obtained from
this mailing; mostof the workshop
participants did not respond.

r The system was presented at work-
shops and seminars where experts
and founders could experiment
with REFOWEX. This activity
brought some supplementary infor-
mation but no major alterations.

To validate GEFOVEX, we printed
out example consultations and sent
them to a business consultant and tax
advisor for his comments. His sugges-
tions for refinement are being incorp-
orated into the system. Following these
modifications, the consultant will test
the system in actual practice. Only
after GEFOVEX meets his require-
ments will the system be placed on the
market.

Summary
Expert systems offer a powerful way

to ease the consultant's burden. While
these systems have their costs and
drarvbacks, and will certainly never
replace the consultant, the successful
development of the REFOWEX and
GEFOVEX systems illustrates the use-
fulness of the approach. Examples of
consultations using REFOWEX and
GEITOVBX are available from the
authors.
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SMALL BUSINESS HOTLIhIE
The Export-lmport Bank has instituted a toll-free Small Business hotline:

800/424-5201. This is a specialized service for smaller exporters needing both
general information and problem-solving assistance in conducting business
overseas. lt provides information on export credit, available assistance from
other government agencies and certain private sector sources.
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